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SUCCESS STORY

Jinhua Television
Assured Delivery and Protection of Digital
TV Production Operations

KEY HIGHLIGHTS

The Customer

Industry: Television, Radio and
Internet Broadcast

Located in Jinhua City, Zhejang Province, in the People’s Republic of
China, Jinhua Television (JHTV) is the primary media provider for a
metropolitan area of over 10 million people. The company, founded in
1984, operates four television and radio stations, an online media
newspaper portal, and a High-Definition digital multimedia television
broadcast operation for China Mobile Multimedia Broadcasting.

The Challenge
•

•

Provide high-availability access and
protection for digital television
production content for three Apple
Xserve servers, seven R710
servers, 24 Apple workstations, and
six Xsan-connected, Promise Vtrak
x30 systems.
Provide continuous and hotswappable backup protection for
raw footage and high-definition and
standard definition programming
content.

Vmirror 8G Benefits
•

Real time hot-swappable protection
for critical data

•

Continuous availability of missioncritical digital content production for
TV broadcast operations.

•

Affordable, high-availability, easy-tomanage solution that protects
against failures of FC fabric and
primary RAID storage.

•

Simple, centralized administration.

Employing more than 700 people, JHTV delivers 84 hours of
programming per day. Programming content covers daily news and
information on the economy, living, education, technology and
agriculture.

Challenge: High-Availability Access and Protection
for Digital TV Production Operations
Each day, JHTV produces five hours of original digital content for its
television broadcasts. Produced in program segments ranging from 20
to 40 minutes using Apple Final Cut Pro and Motion 5 on 24 Apple
workstations, the company’s production team uses and stores
approximately 16-17 hours of raw material daily. Naturally, loss of
content or an inability to access it would have a severe and negative
impact on the company’s broadcasting schedule. As a result, ensuring
that production operations have continuous access and data protection
for the digital content used and produced each day is the top priority
for JHTV’s Technology Center, which is responsible for the
maintenance, management, evaluation and acquisition of broadcast
and IT infrastructure.
In its earliest editing system, JHTV had used a NAS-based RAID
system to store its production data. However, the instability of the NAS
system performance and single RAID system presented several
production problems that required a high level of additional
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maintenance. Seeking to both protect data access and improve
performance, JHTV enlisted a system integrator, Beijing Jetsen, to
build a better NLE system for Standard-Definition editing in 2009. To
provide an even higher level of reliability and availability, JHTV further
specified that the new NLE system to include hot-swappable servers
and storage. Jetsen responded with a video SAN solution consisting of
Loxoll HA-AP appliances and Promise Vtrak RAID systems. The
Technology Center staff knew that Vtrak already came equipped with
dual controllers and internal RAID protection, but after weighing the
cost-benefits of Jetsen’s solution, HA-AP was determined to be critical
for achieving JHTV’s operating goals.

Figure 1. HA-AP 8G Versatility.
HA-AP 8G appliance uses
hardware-based mirroring to
provide redundant data path
access to mirrored storage
volumes. In the unlikely event of
component failure, HA-AP
instantly fails over to the working
data path and storage. The result:
applications continue running
without interruption or manual
intervention.

With HA-AP, JHTV would be able to keep identical data in two
separate RAIDs on different fabrics, guaranteeing the accomplishment
of its daily program production and broadcasting schedule even if a
RAID or switch fabric were to fail and require removal from service.
As explained by Mr. Zhao Yu-Fa, Director of the Technology Center,
“in more than two years of HA-AP use, we have had zero NLE system
failure caused by storage.” “Operating experience results and support
from Jetsen and Loxoll since that time has confirmed that JHTV made
the right solution choice,” he said.
In 2012, as JHTV’s business expanded into High-Definition production
video systems, the Technology Center was confronted with the need
for a new, high-availability storage solution with more capacity and
even higher performance.

Solution: HA-AP 8G - High-Performance, High
Availability Data Access and Protection
Based on JHTV’s success with Jetsen and Loxoll, the Technology
Center was eager to evaluate a HA-AP-enabled, 8-Gbit video SAN
solution for use with its HD video applications. In addition to the high
availability requirements, price-performance would be a primary
selection consideration.
This new system is shown in Figure 2 on the next page. Altogether, six
Promise Vtrak x30 RAID storage connected via HA-AP appliance and
QLogic 5802 SAN switches provide more than 30TB of fully protected,
usable capacity. Like the first JHTV video production system, adding
HA-AP creates a high-performance storage solution that delivers
uninterruptible operation, even with outage of a RAID array or FC
switch.
Following the Technology Center team’s evaluation, Mr. Zhao proclaimed
enthusiastically, “The HA-AP-protected solution delivers performance
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beyond our expectations. Testing in our production environment has shown
that under any conditions, Loxoll’s failover protection guarantees protected
data access and continuous system operation — we know our systems will
deliver production content day-in, day-out.”

Figure 2. Jinhua Television’s HD video production system with high-availability HA-AP
protected Vtrak storage systems.

Benefits: Affordable Business Continuity Backed by
Excellent Service and Support
In conclusion, Mr. Zhao pronounced, “Since the system has been put into
operation, senior management has been impressed with the overall
performance and stability. Jetsen and Loxoll are again playing a critical role
in providing a rock-solid foundation for us with High-Definition TV. Together,
these companies have not only enabled us to achieve continuous, highavailability access and performance, but both also provide excellent
solution-level support and service.”
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